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About This Content

Welcome to south Florida and the Florida Keys! This DLC for Aerofly FS 2 features the southern part of Florida, including
historic Key West. You will be mesmerized by the breathtaking views while you fly over major attractions like Fort Zachary

Taylor, the Martello Museum, Duval Street, Key West cemetery, The Key West Southernmost Point, or fly out to the Dry
Tortugas for a trip over some of the nicest scenery seen in Aerofly to date.

This South Florida DLC includes:

A large coverage area with over 400 miles of shoreline to explore

Up to 50cm per pixel aerial images at selected places

Miami City and Miami Beach fully rendered in high definition

The most cultivation ever seen in a single scenery package, including accurate night lighting

9 accurately modeled airports and 2 heliports; Key West International, NAS Key West, Marathon International,
Tavernaero Air Park, Ocean Reef Club, Homestead ARB, Miami Executive, Miami International, Miami Opa Locka,
Dry Tortugas National Park Helipad, and NAS Helipad.

Many custom objects to capture the feel of the Florida Keys
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The system requirements for this DLC are slightly higher compared to the main program. For a smooth simulation we
recommend to use a 3D graphic card with at least 2 GB of dedicated RAM and comparable in performance to a NVIDIA

GeForce 760 GTX or newer.

If you want to experience this DLC in VR we highly recommend to use a NVIDIA GeForce 1060 or faster with 4 GB of
dedicated RAM for smooth performance.
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Title: Aerofly FS 2 - USA South Florida
Genre: Indie, Simulation
Developer:
IPACS
Publisher:
IPACS
Release Date: 25 Jul, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: 64bit Versions of Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows 10

Processor: Intel Quad core CPU 3.0 GHz

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: OpenGL 4.5 compatible 3D graphic card with at least 2 GB of RAM

Storage: 6 GB available space

English,German,French
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So originally I gave this program amazing reviews but after using it for a bit longer I came to realize it's pure garbage. It was
saying my graphics drivers(AMD) were out of date right after I updated through AMD's official tool. It then "Updated" my
drivers back to the stone age. Would never suggest this program again.. The game is pretty nice.
4 hours roughly to do the story, I have guessed the end of the game at 1/3 of the game but that did not changed the experience.
Puzzles can be tricky in the way that you can get stuck and have to restart the level, but they are not that complicated.
Completely worth the price if you like Portal style game. Seriously OP. I didn't realize this was an old Playstation game
It's a good buy if you don't know how to properly set up emulators otherwise the game is
relatively easy to find elsewhere.

I snagged this on sale for a little over one dollar and if you're not emulator-savvy, the $6 is worth it
for the Chem Bros soundtrack. I absolutely loved this game! The humor, puzzles and story was great. I can't wait for chapter 2.
:). I use to hate my friends after playing this game with them i hate them even more
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It's a short and easy Metroid but your guy doesn't turn out to be a woman at the end.. Game currently blackscreens upon startup.
Would not recommend buying this game until problems are patched. Seems to be a recent trend with Arcsys releases (see BBCF
launch).. okay, so imho the first thing you should do before trying out the game is to watch the gamerguides for it on youtube:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vx_yxJUfNiY&list=PLEfSbSAv08ZogHeK5b1gS7NXyhWw5nT7s

if those vids tickled your fancy, best join the sh!t on the balls group 
(http://steamcommunity.com/groups/AirBuccShitOnTheBalls - dont blame me for censored group names btw...) and be on
during one of the sunday matches - ofc you can join those with the demo: http://www.airbuccaneers.com/download/

if you've done those 2 things, feel free to get the game - but beware: some of the perks of veteran players are totally unbalanced
and it's really hard to find populated servers at any given time (except for the sunday matches, as mentioned above)

I still recommend it though, cause with the right teammates this can be so much fun ;). That is not dead which can eternal lie /
And with strange aeons, even death may die...

As a bonafide Lovecraftian Cultist, I can honestly say this is what I've been looking for for a good long while. The simplistic
graphics, interesting locales, and the sanity meter are just a few reasons I love this game. So, yes, we here at the Cult
recommend this heartily. Just don't go ruining our life's work TOO quickly.... Roomscale Tower is true to its name, you really
do need a huge empty room to play this game if your using the stand still option. The game places you in a medevil times and
the home spot makes you feel like your back in the midevil era. A pesant greets you with music, a map that you can pick
locations and missions to do. There is survival, climbing, knife throwing, tower and a pig game. The grphics look nice and the
sound is decent but like any early access game (EAG) there are bound to be faults. There are too many issues with the EAG to
name but with fixes and patches this game does have the high potential to be a good game. Roomscale Tower (early access) gets
a solid 4\/10 score. With the fixes and patches, the full game could easily earn a 7 or 8 score. If you want to experiance the 7 or
8 score then wait for the full release game.. Don't waste your time. Love it and kinda hate it.

It's a great looking game with a kick\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665soundtrack, love the overall style of it all. Plays nicely
for the most part.

My main complaint is how it's much more a game of "avoid everything and run for your life" than a SHMUP. Your weapons hit
like wet noodles, you can hardly kill 2-3 of the 40 enemies on screen, which almost makes it pointless to even be firing at times.

Maybe it's balanced around coop? I'll be trying this soon, so we'll see. But still, it's a very well made game and I recommend it
for someone looking for something a little between a regular SHMUP and a bullet hell (sort of)..
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